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Elected-Affiliated Nonprofits: Closing the Public Integrity Gap
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I.

Introduction
In December 2013, shortly after winning election as New York City’s mayor – and

some weeks before he was sworn into office – Bill de Blasio announced the formation of
a “star-studded” public relations campaign that would help him secure the New York state
legislature’s support for the funding of a centerpiece of his successful election campaign
– universal pre-kindergarten for New York City’s children. The campaign would be run by
a newly formed § 501(c)(4) tax-exempt corporation – the Campaign for One New York
(CONY) -- which would raise donations from individuals, corporations, unions, and
advocacy organizations to build public support and lobby Albany for “universal pre-K.” 2
Over the next two-and-one-half years, CONY raised and spent over four million dollars,
initially in support of universal pre-K, and then, after that goal was achieved, to promote
another plank in the mayor’s 2013 campaign platform – changes to the city’s land use
and zoning rules to increase affordable housing. The mayor played an active role in fundraising for CONY, which received huge donations from real estate interests, unions and
other groups that did business with the city, and he participated in its activities, including
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attending fundraising events hosted by CONY. 3 Much of CONY’s spending went to public
relations and consulting firms that had ties to de Blasio’s 2013 mayoral campaign and
much of its public campaign activity -- videos aired on television or posted to social media
platforms, robocalls, and mailers – featured either the name or appearance of the mayor
or his wife. 4
Unsurprisingly, CONY and the mayor’s fundraising for it soon became the focus of
considerable adverse attention, with the media, public interest groups, and watchdog
organizations expressing concern that donors were being rewarded with favorable action
by the City on matters affecting them. 5 These allegations triggered investigations by law
enforcement agencies, but ultimately no charges against the mayor were brought.
The New York City Campaign Finance Board (CFB) determined that CONY’s
creation and distribution of communications promoting the Mayor, and the “consistent and
repeated overlap between key staff and consultants” to the Mayor’s 2013 election
campaign and his planned 2017 reelection established “coordination” between CONY and
the Mayor’s election activities within the meaning of the City’s campaign finance law. So,
too, the contributions to CONY were wildly above the amounts allowed by the campaign
finance law and were from sources forbidden to contribute to municipal election
campaigns. But the campaign law had not been broken. CONY’s communications in 2014
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“occurred more than three years before the 2017 elections.” As a result, they could not
be considered part of an election regulated by the campaign finance law or the kind of
campaign activity that the Board had authority to regulate. 6 By the time the Board issued
its determination in July 2016, CONY had stopped soliciting contribution and had begun
to wind down its operations.
Similarly, the Acting U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York – whose
investigation also encompassed donations-for-favors allegations concerning de Blasio’s
2013 campaign and his fundraising in connection with the 2014 state legislative elections
as well as for CONY – declined to bring any federal criminal indictments. His public
statement concerning the matter referred to “several circumstances in which Mayor de
Blasio and others acting on his behalf solicited donation from individuals who sought
official favors from the City, after which the Mayor made or directed inquiries to relevant
City agencies on behalf of those donors.” Nonetheless, the U.S. Attorney determined not
to charge the Mayor or his agents citing “the high burden of proof, the clarity of existing
law, and recent changes in the law, and the particular difficulty of proving criminal intent
in corruption schemes where there is no evidence of personal profit.” 7
As the CFB and U.S. Attorney statements underscore, CONY’s activities and de
Blasio’s fundraising for it fell between two regulatory regimes – election law and ethics.
Election law regulates the raising and spending of money for elections. But de Blasio’s
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fundraising and CONY’s spending took place shortly after one election and long before
the next one. Although the favorable references to de Blasio in CONY’s advertising and
public communications could have “promotional benefits” for him, the CFB reasonably
concluded that those benefits “likely dissipated” during the more than three years before
the next election. 8 Moreover, CONY’s spending “focused on issues being discussed by a
governmental body.” 9 They weren’t “sham” issue advocacy intended to disguise
campaign ads but real advocacy for an issue central to the Mayor’s policy agenda. CONY
may have been lobbying but it wasn’t electioneering.
By the same token, ethics regulation aims, inter alia, at preventing public servants
from misusing their offices for personal gain, which typically means financial gain for the
public servant, a family member, or a business associate. In the words of New York City’s
conflicts of interest law, “[n]o public servant shall use or attempt to use his or her position
as a public servant to obtain any financial gain, contract, license, privilege or other private
or personal advantage, direct or indirect, for the public servant or any person or firm
associated with the public servant.” 10 But, as the U.S. Attorney’s statement indicated, the
contributions de Blasio solicited were not intended to line his pocket or pad his bank
account but were to be used to advance his public policy goals. 11
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To be sure, CONY’s spending could have both electoral and personal benefits for
the Mayor. Achieving universal pre-K and changing zoning rules to promote affordable
housing would demonstrate both his effectiveness in accomplishing his campaign
promises and, if successful and popular as policies, would support his case for reelection
– which could also be considered a “personal advantage” for any politician who wants to
hold elective office. But election law rules are focused on the regulation of elections tout
court not the policy-making process generally, and ethics rules are targeted on the use of
office for “personal profit,” not policy success. The political advantages and personal
gratification resulting from achieving the policies a politician has campaigned for are, in
themselves, neither ethical nor electoral misconduct.
Yet, as the complaints about the Mayor’s fundraising indicate, there is something
problematic about elected officials being able to raise unlimited sums from individuals or
organizations with business pending or potentially pending before them or their
subordinates for programs – even socially worthy programs – that are among their top
political priorities. The very same concerns that underlie the regulation of both campaign
contributions to candidates and gifts to public servants – that the official’s decision-making
will be more receptive to the interests of the donors, and the public perception that such
skewed decision-making occurs – are present when elected officials or their agents solicit
funds for organizations intended to promote their policy goals, particularly when they are
publicly identified with its operations.
CONY and Mayor de Blasio were operating in what I call a “public integrity gap”
when they sought funds for a purpose neither electoral nor personally financially
beneficial to the Mayor from individuals or organizations whose interests the Mayor was
5

in a position to favor with the powers of his office. Nor was the CONY episode unique.
The last decade has witnessed the growing use by elected officials, particularly state and
local chief executives, of affiliated nonprofit organizations to advance their policy goals. 12
Some of these, like CONY, are engaged in public advocacy for the executive’s legislative
or regulatory program. Some, like the Mayor’s Fund for Los Angeles, 13 operate more like
conventional charities, seeking philanthropic support for a range of social welfare
programs like youth employment, assistance for the homeless, or disaster relief. Yet to
the extent they involve fundraising by chief executives or their agents, 14 staffing by close
associates of the chief executive, or public communications that feature the name or
likeness of the chief executive, they also raise the concerns of official favoritism or the
appearance of such favoritism to donors that are the driving forces behind public integrity
law.
This paper addresses this public integrity gap and possible means for closing it.
Part II examines the growing role of elected-official-affiliated nonprofits, particularly at the
state and local level. Part III considers the public integrity gap revealed by these nonprofits
and regulatory approaches that would close the gap. Like our laws dealing with both
elections and ethics, these would focus on promoting transparency and restricting. In the
aftermath of the CONY episode, New York City adopted such a law, which provides a
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template for other jurisdictions to follow. Part IV explores the constitutional questions that
likely would be raised by regulating officeholder-affiliated nonprofits. Part V concludes.
II.

The Rise of Elected-Official-Affiliated Nonprofits
A. Advocacy Organizations
The precise origins of the phenomenon of elected-official-affiliated nonprofits are

uncertain. A study by the Brennan Center for Justice points to the establishment of
Organizing for Action (OFA), a § 501(c)(4) nonprofit created at the start of President
Obama’s second term in 2013 by veterans of the Obama White House and his 2012
reelection campaign to promote and defend Obamacare and “other signature policies of
the then-president.”15 This OFA was actually a descendant of an earlier OFA – Organizing
for America – which was formed on the eve of Obama’s first term in 2009, which, in turn,
consciously echoed an even earlier OFA – Obama for America, which was Obama’s 2008
campaign committee. The 2009 OFA also sought to promote Obama’s legislative
priorities, particular health care reform, 16 but that OFA was a project of and housed in the
Democratic National Committee, and therefore subject to the federal campaign finance
laws applicable to political parties, including contribution limits and disclosure
requirements. The 2013 OFA was independent of the party and officially non-partisan.
However, its formation was jointly announced by Obama’s 2012 campaign manager and
First Lady Michelle Obama, 17 and its executive director came directly from the Obama
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White House staff, 18 so its connection to President Obama was apparent. By separating
from the Democratic Party and organizing as a § 501(c)(4) “social welfare” organization,
the 2013 OFA could raise unlimited funds without having to report their sources, although
it ultimately chose voluntarily to disclose its donors.
At the subnational level, there were elected-official-affiliated nonprofits even before
the OFA morphed into its nonprofit form. In New York state in late 2010, business allies
of newly-elected governor Andrew Cuomo, at his urging, created a new a § 501(c)(4)
organization – the Committee to Save New York (CSNY) -- to raise and spend money to
promote his legislative agenda, which included balancing the state’s budget through
spending cuts and public employee pension reforms, rather than new taxes or tax
increases. 19 The incoming governor feared the likely resistance of powerful public
employee unions to his budget initiatives and urged business interests to use the CSNY
as a public relations counterweight to the unions. Although Cuomo was not directly
engaged in the operations of or fundraising for CSNY, the committee was represented by
“a public relations and consulting firm closely tied to the new governor.” 20 He publicly
endorsed the group, which, in turn, spent millions on radio and TV ads promoting his
agenda. The ads often featured and praised him by name; one was so positive that it later
wound up on the governor’s web site promoting his budget proposal. 21 CSNY did not
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directly coordinate its actions with Cuomo, but, as a committee spokesman (who had
previously worked for Cuomo’s father, Governor Mario Cuomo) explained, it didn’t have
to: “We know what the governor’s agenda is, and we don’t need a lot of guidance.”22
CSNY was the top spending lobbying organization in New York State in 2011 and 2012
before disbanding in the aftermath of a new state law requiring lobbying organizations
like CSNY to disclose their donors, as well as negative public attention to a large donation
from a gambling company that seemed to coincide with the governor’s endorsement of
an expansion of casino gambling in the state. 23
The use of state or local elected-affiliated nonprofits was not limited to Democrats,
or to New Yorkers. In New Jersey, Republican Governor Chris Christie benefited from
the public advocacy of two different § 501(c)(4) committees. Reform Jersey Now, set up
shortly after Christie took office in 2010, quickly raised over $600,000, which it spent on
radio ads, robocalls, and mailers to promote his agenda of civil service law and public
employee pension and benefit changes, and a property tax cap. 24 Christie denied any
“responsibility” for the group, 25 but he welcomed its support 26 and was a featured speaker
at one of the group’s significant events. 27 Officially nonpartisan, the group’s “volunteer
advisory board read[] like a who’s who list of the state’s Republican establishment” and
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Christie’s chief strategist during his gubernatorial campaign was the group’s
spokesman. 28 Donors included major state contractors. 29 Christie subsequently benefited
from the work of a second § 501(c)(4), the Committee for Our Children’s Future, “a group
set up by his college friends,” that spent more than $6 million on television ads and other
efforts to promote his agenda and salute his efforts. 30 Although Christie emphasized his
independence of this group as well, 31 their communications praised him and as his
programs. One television ad “portrayed Christie as the adult” in state government,
cleaning up the mess left by the childish legislature. 32
Christie’s Democratic successor as governor of New Jersey, Phil Murphy, also
benefited from the efforts of a supportive 501(c)(4). Shortly after his election in 2017,
three former campaign aides formed New Directions New Jersey to promote his agenda.
The group, run by his former campaign manager, former campaign consultants, and
former campaign pollster raised $6.8 million within its first two years. Like Cuomo’s CSNY,
it spent heavily on television ads – in which Murphy starred -- during budget season urging
the legislature to enact Murphy’s budget program – although unlike Cuomo and CSNY,
Murphy and New Directions New Jersey were seeking a tax increase. After considerable
public controversy and embarrassment for the Governor, the committee, which was under
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no legal obligation to disclose its donors, finally did so, revealing that most of its money
came from the state’s public sector unions. 33
And, of course, New York and New Jersey are not alone in the proliferation of
elected-affiliated nonprofits. Soon after Illinois voters elected Republican Bruce Rauner
governor, two former campaign aides formed “Turnaround Illinois,” a § 501(c)(4) to
promote his legislative agenda. 34 In Maryland, Governor Larry Hogan has been actively
raising money for Change Maryland, a non-profit intended “to build support for Hogan’s
second-term goals” including anti-tax messaging, his education plan, and redistricting
reform. Hogan’s fundraising letter indicated that donors could expect their money to be
“spent to direct the public to call, email, crowd hearing rooms, and put pressure on
legislatures.” Unlike the other § 501(c)(4)’s discussed so far, Hogan’s initiative was
launched long after he had already won reelection to his second and – due to term limits
– his final term. But for that very reason, as a state election official acknowledged,
campaign finance rules did not apply to the group, despite his undisputed connection to
it, because he was not running for office. 35
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It would be tedious to go through every elected-official-affiliated nonprofit, even
when limited just to those connected to governors. A study by the Citizens for
Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW) found that 19 governors in office at the
start of 2017 could be linked to thirty supportive committees. 36 Excluding those that
appear to have electoral as well as policy goals or a connection to an election campaign,
the group found 17 governors had ties to twenty-four groups created to support their policy
agendas. 37 As the study found, some governors were actively and publicly involved with
the groups, raising funds for 38 or featured in advertisements paid for by them. 39 Typically,
they were run by friends, family members, former campaign staff, or other close
associates of the governor. 40
In other words, just as in electoral politics a candidate’s formal campaign
committee is frequently bolstered by the work of independent Super PACs and dark
money groups, governors increasingly benefit from the support of “shadow” policy
nonprofits. 41 Although two of the groups – in Alabama and Missouri – were caught up in
the misconduct of their governors, who ultimately resigned, 42 the real issue for most of
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these groups has been the lack of mandatory disclosure of donors and the lack of any
restriction on the solicitation or receipt of contributions from individuals or organizations
who have interests before the state that the governor has the authority to affect. Some of
these groups have voluntarily disclosed some of their donors, but the timing and contents
of disclosure have been variable. 43 It does not appear that any have taken any significant
voluntary steps to limit the potential for pay-to-play donations.
B. Service-Delivery Charitable Organizations
The nonprofit elected-affiliated groups discussed so far are, for federal tax
purposes, § 501(c)(4) “social welfare” organizations, which can engage in public
advocacy, such as lobbying for or against legislative or regulatory proposals, as well as
a limited amount of electoral activity. These are the organizations that elected officials
have turned to when they want their allies to raise funds to mount advocacy campaigns
to support their legislative agendas. Due to their ability to undertake public political
advocacy with unlimited and undisclosed donations, they resemble the dark money
groups that have come to play a growing role in elections. However, there is another
category of elected-affiliated groups that has drawn less attention and less controversy,
but still provide an opportunity for undue influence.
Many officials, particularly at the local level, have created § 501(c)(3) charitable
nonprofits to raise contributions to supplement the kinds of programs that their
governments provide. At a time when many local governments are facing financial
difficulties, such organizations provide a way to tap into private philanthropy to support
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public services. This is the model provided by the many “mayor’s funds” – such as the
Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City, 44 the Mayor’s Fund for Los Angeles, 45 the
Mayor’s Fund for Philadelphia, 46 Long Beach, California’s Mayor’s Fund for Education, 47
the Mayor’s Fund for Las Vegas Life, 48 and similar organizations around the country. 49
These Funds typically operate as public-private hybrids, with connections to both city
government and the private sector. The degree of direct mayoral involvement in
fundraising for and the operations of these funds may vary. Some are housed in the
mayor’s office and receive staff or office spaces from city government, while others are
under the direction of relatively independent boards with just a limited number of mayoral
appointees. In New York City, the Mayor’s Fund may be found on the City’s website; the
chair of the board of directors is the mayor’s spouse, 50 and the mayor has been publicly
associated with its activity. 51 In Los Angeles, Mayor Eric Garcetti “frequently namechecks
the Mayor's Fund for Los Angeles, which has assumed a major role in the city's response
to the coronavirus pandemic.”52

See About the Fund, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/fund/about/about.page.
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These funds no doubt often do valuable work. By August 2020, the Los Angeles
Fund had provided $56 million in aid for COVID relief projects, including home meal
delivery for seniors, childcare for hospital workers, and shelter and services for domestic
violence survivors. 53 The New York City fund has supported mental health services and
youth employment; 54 the Las Vegas Fund has taken on a range of initiatives including
homelessness, youth sports, and public art. 55 As § 501(c)(3) organizations they can engage
in only a limited amount of public advocacy and no electioneering, so they likely provide
less of a boost to the mayor’s public image or political success. Yet to the extent that the
mayor is closely associated with his or her fund, and especially if the mayor solicits
contributions for it, 56 donations to these funds – which typically are not subject to any dollar
limits or to public donor disclosure requirements -- can be another way individuals or
organizations that do business with a city can establish a positive relationship with a mayor.
As one donor to the Los Angeles mayor’s fund explained, not only did he support the fund’s
programmatic goals, but “he also saw the gift as a way to forge bonds with Garcetti.” 57 Even
if the fund doesn’t undertake quasi-electoral campaigns in support of a mayor’s policy
initiatives, any favorable publicity that accompanies a fund’s work can have benefit for the
mayor’s popularity and political fortune as well. As a result, even § 501(c)(3) funds,
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2017.
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notwithstanding the good work that they often do, can be a source of potential pay-to-play
concern. 58
III.

Closing the Public Integrity Gap

A. Gifts, Campaign Contributions, and Elected-Affiliated Organizations
A central concern of government ethics is the provision of a private benefit to a public
servant in exchange for an official action that benefits the donor. Whenever the exchange
involves an intentional quid pro quo, it can be prosecuted as a bribe. In many American
jurisdictions ethics laws go beyond bribery to proscribe or limit gifts in which there is no
actual quid pro quo, but there is the significant possibility that the gift may nonetheless
subtly influence the public servant’s official decision-making or appear to do so. Gifts
provided even without strings attached may cause a grateful public servant to be unduly
favorably disposed to his or her benefactor’s interest in a government action. So, too, the
acceptance of gifts or comparable benefits can create an appearance of favoritism that
undermines public confidence in government. By prohibiting gifts in circumstances in which
a reasonable person would infer that the gift could influence official decision-making, ethics
rules can deter both actual corruption and undue influence short of criminal misconduct and
thereby promote the integrity of government and public confidence in government integrity.
Campaign contributions are the exception that proves the rule. They clearly provide a
private benefit to the candidate who receives them who, if he or she wins office, will be in
a position to provide a benefit to the donor. That may very well be a reason for the donation.

See Feds probe Eric Adams’ non-profit over donor favor claims, N.Y. Post Aug. 8, 2106,
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advance his summer concert series and other projects).
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But in a democracy in which campaigns cost money, there is minimal to no public funding
of campaigns, and elective office should be open to candidates who do not have the means
to fund their campaigns out of their own resources, campaign contributions are essential,
and protected by the First Amendment. The tension between banning gifts and permitting
campaign contributions is to a considerable degree resolved by campaign finance laws that
require that campaign contributions be (i) donated to a legally distinct campaign committee,
(ii) publicly reported and disclosed; and (iii) limited in amount. Some jurisdictions go further
and adopt so-called “pay-to-play” restrictions that more tightly limit or bar contributions from
individuals or entities that do business or seek to do business with, or are subject to
regulation by, the office that the candidate is seeking. To prevent campaign contributions
from being used to subvert a gifts ban, campaign finance laws typically bar the “personal
use” of campaign funds. 59
As described in Part II, contributions to elected-official-affiliated nonprofits fall into a gap
between ethics and election regulation. Gift bans focus on the provision of “things of value,”
which, even when broadly defined, are still limited to things that provide some kind of
pecuniary benefit to the official, a family member, or someone comparably associated with
the official. Contributions to affiliated committees surely involve things of value but they are
not given “to” the official but to a legally separate entity for policy advocacy or charitable
purpose. If a particular donation winds up in the official’s bank account (or pays for a luxury
vacation) that could be a violation of the jurisdictions ethics law. But there is likely no ethics
problem with donations given and used for advocacy or charitable purposes.
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So, too, these donations are not used to support electioneering. The policy advocacy
nonprofits are often created and initially funded after an election, when the official is
preparing to or has just taken office and sees the need for a well-funded public campaign
to overcome the political obstacles to the enactment of his or her agenda. Others may be
used by a term-limited incumbent unable to seek reelection. 60 As for the charitable servicedelivery nonprofits, they are required by federal tax law to avoid public advocacy work.
In some state, lobbying laws may require the public advocacy committees to report their
expenditures. But some jurisdictions define lobbying narrowly to exclude the kind of
“grassroots lobbying” – radio, TV, and social media advertising; mailers; robocalls – that
target the general public rather than the legislature directly. In those jurisdictions, the
advocacy committee would likely be exempt from reporting requirements. Moreover, even
in jurisdictions whose lobbying laws cover grassroots advocacy, disclosure requirements
are often limited to just the reporting of expenditures. A few jurisdictions go further and
require the disclosure of the identities of the individuals or organizations funding the
lobbying campaign and the sums that the donors provided, but many do not. In those
situations, the public knows only that some “committee for good government” funded the
advocacy activity, not who is behind the “committee for good government.” Moreover, even
when lobbying laws provide some transparency concerning the size and sources of the
donations funding the public advocacy lobbying, they do not impose limits, even on
lobbying from individuals or organizations that do business with the government lobbied.
As a result, lobbying laws at best fill the public integrity only partially. Laws that require both
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donor transparency and limits on potential pay-to-play donations are necessary to close
the integrity gap.
B. Establishing

Transparency

and

Contribution

Limits

for

Elected-Affiliated

Organizations
New York City, which acted in the aftermath of the CONY episode, provides one model
of how to do this. The New York measure, adopted by the City Council in late 2016 and
modified in 2019, has three elements.
First, any “organization affiliated with an elected official” must annually submit a publicly
available report about itself, indicating the names of its principal officers and board
members, the elected official with which it is affiliated, and the names of any individuals or
entities that donated $5000 or more to the organization in the previous calendar year. 61
There is a potentially very open-ended exception from donor disclosure for “any donor who
does not wish to have their identity made public.” 62 For such $5000+ donors only the dates
and amounts of their donations need be disclosed. In addition, if the reporting entity
provides persuasive evidence that disclosure would “cause harm, threats, harassment, or
reprisal to the donor or to individuals or property affiliated with the donor,” the name of such
a donor shall not be publicly disclosed. 63 It is not clear if the anti-harassment exception is
intended to limit the bases for a donor or entity to seek exemption from disclosure or

See N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 3-902 (b).
Id at § 3-902(b)(7).
63
Id. at § 3-902(c)
61
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whether the law provides two separate bases for exceptions from disclosure. 64 If the latter,
then the donor disclosure “requirement” begins to look voluntary.
The real bite of the law is its second part, which is addressed to so-called “restricted”
organizations, defined as those “organizations affiliated with an elected official” that “spend
or reasonably expect to spend at least 10% of the expenditures in the current or next
calendar year on the production or dissemination of elected official communications.”65
“Elected official communications” consist of communications via broadcast, print, telephone
or paid internet advertising that include the name, voice or likeness of the elected official
with which the organization is affiliated. 66 These “restricted organizations” may not accept
donations in excess of $400 a year from any person who does business with the City, and
may accept donations only from natural persons. 67 These restrictions track the “doing
business” restrictions on donations to candidates for City office under the City’s campaign
finance law. The City maintains a “doing business” database which determines which
donors are subject to the restriction.
Third, the law defines what it means for an organization to be “affiliated” with the elected
official. For some organizations that will be relatively straightforward. If an organization is
incorporated as the “mayor’s fund” it is not a great stretch to determine that it is affiliated
with the mayor. But for other organizations like CONY the relationship is less formal. The
New York City law focuses on whether a city elected official or an agent or appointee of the
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elected official “exercises control” over the organization. It then sets out a multi-factor test
for the City’s Conflicts of Interest Board (COIB) to apply to determine whether the official
exercises control. These include: whether the organization was created by the elected
official or their agent, or by an individual who was previously employed by, or was a paid
political consultant of, the elected official; whether the organization is chaired by the elected
official or an agent of the official; “the degree of involvement or direction by the elected
official in such organization’s policies, operations, and activities,” and “such other factors”
as the COIB shall determine by rule.
This is, of course, extremely open-ended, and mixes relatively objective factors like
whether the organization was created by former staff of or political consultants to the
elected official, with the more indeterminate “degree of involvement” of the elected official
in the organization’s policies, operations, and activities. To be sure, the elected official’s
“degree of involvement” is a crucial factor. But it is hard to assess, both quantitatively – how
much is the official involved? – and qualitatively -- how much is enough, in tandem with the
other factors, to establish control?
The definition of “affiliation” would benefit from more concreteness. The personnel used
to establish an affiliation between the elected official and the organization could be
expanded to include members of the elected official’s family, and the definition of former
employees clarified to confirm they include employees from both the elected official’s
government position and his or her former election campaign. 68 Looking to the federal
regulations that define whether a political committee is coordinating its efforts with a
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campaign committee, the law could also treat as evidence of affiliation the sharing of
consultants or commercial vendors between the advocacy committee and any campaign
committee of the elected official. 69
“Degree of involvement” could also be concretized by treating solicitation of funds for
the organization, speaking at fundraising events even if the elected official avoids “making
the ask,” or otherwise promoting donations to the organization as presumptive evidence of
affiliation. Similarly, borrowing again from the federal rules defining coordination if the
elected official is involved in the advocacy organization’s decisions concerning the content,
means, timing, or audience for its public communications that should also require a finding
of affiliation.
The Brennan Center for Justice has put forward a slightly different template for the
determination of affiliation. Its model would have a two-part test for determine whether an
organization is affiliated with an elected official: (i) whether there is what the Center calls a
“structural affiliation” based on factors similar to the ones cited by the New York City law,
and (ii) whether the organization spends a “significant portion of its resources (exact
amounts would vary by jurisdiction) on public communications containing the name or
image” of an elected official.” 70 In other words, public communications by the organization
featuring an elected official would be part of the definition of whether the organization is
affiliated with the elected official, not, as in New York, the basis for a restriction on
donations. That has the advantage, relative to the New York City law, of being more
determinate. Unless the organization is spending more than a certain amount – or, pace
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the New York law, a percentage of its expenditures – on public communications featuring
the elected official, the question of whether the organization is affiliated with an elected
official doesn’t even arise. However, there would still be some indeterminacy in assessing
structural affiliation, which, like New York’s relies on the relatively open-ended concept of
whether the elected official (or current or recent employee or advisor, or family member)
“participates in directing the work of the organization.” 71
Moreover, by eliminating coverage of organizations which, even if structurally
affiliated, do not devote significant resources to featuring the elected official, it most likely
exempts most of the “mayor’s funds” and similar service-delivery affiliates. That is
consistent with the Brennan Center’s regulatory call for both disclosure and pay-to-play
contribution restrictions; 72 the New York City law requires only disclosure for – and imposes
no restrictions on donations to -- organizations that do not engage in advocacy featuring
an elected official.
Although advocacy organizations probably present the greater danger of serving as
an avenue for undue influence with elected officials, that danger may also arise from
donations to service-delivery charitable organizations affiliated with elected officials of their
agents. Officials may be engaged in fundraising for these organizations and have a stake
in their success even if the organizations do not engage in public advocacy. As a result,
New York’s approach of defining affiliation solely based on the existence of connections
between the elected official – or agent or appointees of the official – and the organization
seems the better approach. Moreover, it may often be easier to find the kind of relationship
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that indicates affiliation with many of the service delivery nonprofits labelled “mayor’s fund”
than for the advocacy nonprofits. As previously noted, many of the service delivery
nonprofits have some formal tie to local government, whether in their name or through the
appointment of board members or staff. Thus, New York’s definition of affiliated
organization and its requirement for the disclosure of larger donations is the better
To be sure, the provision of the New York City law that appears to provide an easy
opt-out from disclosure would undermine the transparency requirement for non-advocacy
affiliates. Exclusion from the disclosure of the identities of larger donors should be limited
to those that can make a showing of a well-founded concern of harassment or reprisal, as
the other provision of the New York law authorizes. But the point is less about the specifics
of the New York law and more the approach. Service-delivery affiliation organizations
should be required to disclose their larger donors. Advocacy nonprofits – defined by their
featuring an elected official in a significant fraction of their public communications – should
be required to disclose their larger donors AND be barred from accepting large donations
from individuals or organizations that do business or seek to do business with the elected
official’s government. And affiliation can be established by a mix of formal and informal
connections between the elected official and the organization, including especially the role
of family members or past or present staff or political aides or consultants in the
organization; fundraising and related activity for the elected official for the organization; and
any involvement of the elected official in the development of the organization’s public
advocacy campaigns.
IV.

Constitutional Questions
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Laws imposing transparency requirements for and dollar or source limitations on
donations to organizations seeking to influence government action implicate the freedom
of association protected by the First Amendment. The Supreme Court has held that donor
privacy safeguards unpopular opinions and protects donors to unpopular groups from
retaliation. 73 In so doing it protects those groups as well. The Court has also found that the
First Amendment protects the right to contribute to candidates and political committees.
This is a right of the individual to participate in the political process, and of the freedom of
association of groups which depend on donations for their ability to advocate on behalf of
their supporters. 74
The Supreme Court has, however, also upheld disclosure requirements and
contribution restrictions as part of the regulation of elections, and has sustained
transparency requirements for those engaged in lobbying. In the elections context, the
Court has found that disclosure serves the important public interests in preventing
corruption and its appearance and of informing the voters of the identities of candidates’
financial backers. That information enables voters to “place each candidate in the political
spectrum more precisely than is often possible solely on the basis of party labels and
campaign speeches.”75 As a result, disclosure promotes informed voter decision-making
and increases the likelihood that voters’ choices will reflect their electoral preferences. The
Court has treated donor disclosure – including disclosure to political party committees and
to independent committees that expressly advocate for or against candidates -- as
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presumptively valid. Exemptions may be available on an as-applied basis, but the burden
is on the group seeking an exemption from disclosure to show that there is a serious risk
their donors will be subject to harassment or reprisal if their names are disclosed. 76
The Court has also determined that contribution limits can be a constitutionally valid
means of advancing the importantly governmental interests in preventing corruption and
the appearance of corruption. The Court has explained that for purposes of considering the
constitutionality of contribution limits anti-corruption laws need not be “confined to bribery
of public officials, but extend[] to the broader threat from politicians too compliant with the
wishes of large contributors.”77 “These were the obvious points behind our recognition
that the Congress could constitutionally address the power of money ‘to influence
governmental action’ in ways less ‘blatant and specific.’ than bribery.” 78 Lower courts
have also affirmed the constitutionality of “pay-to-play” contribution limits, that is, laws that
set lower limits on or ban contributions to candidates from individuals or firms that do
business with or are regulated by the office that the candidate is seeking. 79
Outside elections, the Supreme Court has sustained the constitutionality of requiring
lobbyists to disclose who is paying for their activities. In United States v. Harriss, 80 the Court
emphasized the important public interest in knowing who is behind efforts to influence
legislative action – to “know who is being hired, who is putting up the money, and how
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much.”81 Harriss, however, dealt with a law that regulated only “’lobbying in its commonly
accepted sense’ – direct communication with members of Congress on pending or
proposed federal legislation.”82
Although there is a suggestion in Harriss’s footnotes that applying disclosure
requirements to money spent on efforts to persuade the public to communicate with
legislators as part of their efforts to pass or block legislation – what is now generally referred
to as grassroots lobbying – would be constitutional, 83 the Court did not address the issue
and has not done so in the more than six decades since Harriss was decided. Today grassroots communications are an integral part of many contemporary lobbying campaigns. 84
There is the same legislator- and public-information benefit to learning the identities to
donors to grassroots campaigns as there is to learning the identities of donors to lobbyists
who simply work the halls of the state capital. Nor is there any reason to believe that donors
to grass-roots campaigns are any more at risk of harassment or reprisal as donors to
campaigns that engage solely in “lobbying in its commonly accepted sense.” Courts have
sustained state laws that require financial disclosures by committees active in ballot
proposition campaigns. 85 Ballot committee campaigns to influence voter decisions whether
proposed state laws or constitutional amendments closely resemble grass-roots lobbying
to influence a legislature. To be sure, ballot measure campaigns do involve elections. Like
other elections they culminate at a moment in time and have a dispositive result for a
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specific issue, unlike legislative lobbying, which is ongoing. But the informational value and
threats to privacy (or their lack) are analogous.
Although state grassroots lobbying disclosure requirements are widespread, lower
courts have divided over the constitutionality over disclosure requirements for grassroots
campaigns aimed at influencing ordinary legislation, and the issue remains unresolved. 86
But the case for requiring donor disclosure by elected-affiliated-advocacy organizations is
stronger by far than the case for the disclosure of grass-roots advocacy donors generally.
For these organizations, disclosure is justified not only by the legislature’s – and public’s –
interest in knowing who is trying to influence legislative action, but by the public interest in
knowing who is trying to win an executive official’s gratitude. When the organization is
established and operated by agents of an elected official, exists to promote the official’s
agenda, prominently and positively features the official in its public communications, and
benefits from the elected official’s fundraising or publicly-stated endorsement, it is likely that
at least some of the individuals and firms contributing to it are doing so with the hope, if not
the expectation, of some recognition of its interests when they are or may be affected by
government action. The executive whose policy agenda benefits from this support may also
be influenced by the donation. In this context, disclosure, to follow Brandeis’s metaphor,
would be the best “disinfectant” – if not necessarily by reducing the likelihood that the
donation will be followed by some favorable governmental action then by making it easier
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for the media, watchdog organizations, or the public to determine when such a sequence
of events occurs and to assess its significance for the integrity of the government’s action.
Much as the Supreme Court has treated expenditures by parties or political committees
that are coordinated with a candidate as the functional equivalent of a contribution to a
candidate and subject to the same rules as contributions, contributions to a committee
affiliated with an elected official should be treated as contributions to the official. To be sure,
they are not personal gifts or even campaign contributions. Their benefit to the elected
official is not to her personal wealth or electoral success. There may be a public benefit
from the program that the advocacy committee is supporting. But the connection to the
elected official is comparable, and the public interest in knowing about it is comparable, as
is the public concern with the potential for influencing the official’s decision-making. In this
context disclosure requirements are closely connected to important public interests in
transparency and preventing corruption and ought to pass constitutional muster.
Contribution restrictions present a harder case. There is a jurisprudence of lobbying
disclosure but no tradition of limiting contributions to lobbying organizations. Indeed,
restrictions on lobbying would almost certainly be unconstitutional. As a result, the affiliation
of the organization with an elected official does not simply backstop the public- and
legislature- information value of disclosure, but is essential to the case for contribution
limits. So, too, is narrowly tailoring the limits to those who do business with or are in a
business regulated by the elected official’s government, that is, so-called pay-to-play
donors. With most if not all of the elected-affiliated advocacy organizations engaged in
constitutionally protected public communications in support of legitimate policy objectives
– universal pre-K, inclusionary zoning, civil service and public pension law changes,
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education reforms, etc. – the only constitutionally justifiable limitation on donations to these
would be those narrowly tailored to address serious possibility of donations that have the
effect of unduly influencing an elected official grateful for the donation to favor the interests
of the donors in a discretionary official decision. That is likely to occur only when (i) the
donation is a large one (ii) from a donor who has business with the government or in a
business subject to regulation and (iii) to an organization affiliated with an elected official in
position to help or hinder the donor’s business with or regulation by the elected official’s
government. Thus, a contribution limit narrowly tailored to pay-to-play donors – while
placing no restriction on other donors – ought to pass constitutional muster.
As the Supreme Court has explained in the campaign finance context, the burden
contribution limits place on the First Amendment rights of donors is partly ameliorated by
their freedom to engage in unlimited independent spending. In this context, too, any donors
required to limit their contributions to the affiliated advocacy committee would still be free
to spend as much as they want in support of the policy program of the affiliated committee.
The limit, thus, would function not as a limit on constitutionally protected policy advocacy
but solely as a restriction on contributions to an organization closely affiliated with an
elected official from donors with business interests subject to that official’s decision-making
muster. As in New York, the level of the contribution limit ought to be modelled on the
contribution limit for campaign donations. This underscores the connection between the
anti-undue-influence justifications behind both sets of restrictions. It also gestures toward
the likelihood that some pay-to-play donors may support and affiliated nonprofit as a means
of circumventing campaign finance limits on donations directly to the elected official’s
campaign committee. This ought to fit within the limited anti-corruption and appearance of
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corruption for contribution restrictions that the Supreme Court has sustained in Buckley v.
Valeo and later cases.
The last proposed requirement – disclosure of donations to affiliated service-delivery
nonprofits – may be the trickiest to justify as these organizations are not engaged in the
kinds of efforts to influence legislation that provide some of the justification for regulating
advocacy organization. Their donors are engaged in the type of philanthropy that is not
subject to public disclosure. The basis for requiring disclosure of the significant donors to
these organizations, thus, is not the type of activity their contributions are financing, or even
the fact of their support for such work, but the concern that their donations are a backdoor
means of seeking to influence elected officials. As discussed in Part II, there is evidence
some donations are contributions are made as a means of establishing a relationship with
the public official whose work the organization support. This is particularly likely when the
official is actively engaged in fundraising for the organization or when the organization is
closely identified with the official, such as when the official has a role in naming the
organization’s board, providing it with staff, giving it a place on a governmental website, or
publicly celebrating the organization’s support for local governmental programs. Public
disclosure of the major donors to the organization provides the transparency necessary for
determining whether support for the organization has become a conduit for influencing the
elected official affiliated with the organization.
As the Supreme Court has noted in the campaign finance setting, disclosure is the least
intrusive form of regulation. It does not prevent anyone from supporting an organization or
operate to limit the level of support. If disclosure of a donation from an unpopular donor or
to an unpopular program creates a serious risk of harassment or reprisal, donor should be
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constitutionally entitled to an exemption from public reporting. To assure that the disclosure
requirement is narrowly targeted at only those donations that raise the prospect of improper
influence on the government decision-maker affiliated with the organization, only large
donations or donations from donors who do business with the affiliated official’s
government – or only large donations from such pay-to-play donors – should be subject to
disclosure. That ought to achieve the balance between informing the public about who is
spending money in a manner that could affect government decision-making while
minimizing the intrusion on donor autonomy and minimizing the administrative burden on
the affiliated service delivery nonprofit.
V.

Conclusion

The emergence of elected-official-affiliated nonprofits has taken advantage of – and
highlighted -- a gap in our public integrity laws. Donations to these organizations neither
enrich these officials personally nor contribute to their electoral fortunes in a manner that
our campaign laws can reach. Although they support potentially valuable – and
constitutionally protected – public advocacy campaigns and service delivery programs,
donations to these organizations provide an opportunity for individuals, firms, and interest
groups to obtain improper influence with the elected officials affiliated with them and whose
policies and initiatives they were created to support.
The public integrity gap can be closed by first, examining the basic elements of some
of those prominent of these organizations to determine when a public-advocacy or servicedelivery nonprofit can be said to be affiliated with an elected official, and then, extending
some of the basic tools for promoting public integrity – disclosure requirements and
gifts/contribution limits – to this new public integrity frontier. The definition of “affiliated” for
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the public-advocacy nonprofits may be a little tricky since the links between the official and
the relevant committee are likely to be informal, particularly when compared to the more
formal mayor’s fund-type service-delivery nonprofits. But the proliferation of affiliated
advocacy committees over the last decade demonstrates that the connections between the
elected officials and their supportive committees are real, and the possibility for undue
influence and its appearance is real. It is past time to close the public integrity gap. Targeted
disclosure requirements and, for the advocacy committees, contribution limitations are
constitutionally appropriate mechanisms for doing so.
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